
Best Quality Shark Wheel Germany



Shark Wheel Germany is usually classified between 64mm-80mm. You can choose
one of these sizes that best suit your longboards. Multiple online stores are available
to offer you the most reliable and affordable deal.
Different shapes of longboard wheels are available; however, after the introduction
of Shark Wheel in Germany, it became the most appreciated one. Also, there are
various advantages delivered by these shark wheels and this shows you will receive the
best value for your money.

Key highlights of Shark Wheel Germany-

Rough Terrain- Shark wheels can be used in the world over rough terrain and its sine
wave shape can easily roll around small pebbles, sand, water, and other debris. You can
use it in wet conditions. It is the best wheel which has been scientifically proven by San
Diego State University.

https://shark-wheel.eu/


Approach Angle- It has a 30-degree approach angle that strikes
objects at an angle and it lessens shock to the rider. Shark Wheels
tend to move around objects at an angle without the need to turn the
wheels. It makes the shark wheel stand out in the market.



Lightning-fast- It features frictional advantages according to
scientific tests. It provides up to 60% less friction and allows you to
maintain grip and get up to high speed quickly.
Excellent slide control- It offers outstanding slide control so these
wheels usually spin when sliding. It offers controlled and predictable
slides and you will be surprised by the experience on a surfskate or
while going fast downhill.

Durability- It can go 15% longer when cruising which is scientifically
tested. They have multiple center points as compared to a traditional
wheel. Also, these wheels are flatspot resistant.

Moreover, Shark Wheel Germany is the most advanced and
improved wheel for your longboards. You can gather information
about different suppliers, compare their pricing range, and choose
the best supplier.
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